MUSIC: Under VO throughout.
THIS VIDEO COULD
SAVE YOUR LIFE

FVO: This video could save your life.

5 MINUTE FIRE CHAT
Bushfire racing across bush and engulfing
homes.

Bushfires are unpredictable and happen every
year. The single biggest killer is indecision.
Your best chance of surviving is to plan what
you’ll do if one comes your way.

3 SIMPLE QUESTIONS
Family sitting around a kitchen table.

Take five minutes to have a Fire Chat with your
household. Asking these three simple
questions could save your life.

1.WHEN will you know to leave?
Person seeing smoke in the distance and then
checking the Fire Danger Rating.

One. When will you know to leave?

2. WHERE will you go?
An elderly couple with service dog arriving and
being welcomed at an evacuation centre.

Two. Where will you go?

3. WHICH way will you go?
Close up of map on phone with one pin. A
second pin appears and route line joins the
two.

And three. Which way will you go?

BE SAFE AND LEAVE EARLY
Family putting belongings and pets into their
car.

If you have any doubt, your safest option is to
leave early.

OR BE PREPARED TO STAY AND DEFEND
A person trimming trees around the home.
Family putting on long sleeved jackets, pants
and boots. Person hosing down small spot
fires.

If you plan to stay and defend your home,
everyone in your household must understand
what it takes to be completely prepared. That
means preparing your property and organising
protective clothing and fire fighting equipment.
Be aware that defending against a bushfire
could be the most traumatic experience of your
life.
Remember, you can’t outrun it, or outlast it. So
plan to outsmart it and have the fire chat today.

Visual checklist:
1.WHEN will you know to leave?
2. WHERE will you go?

Knowing when to leave, where to go and which
way to go could save your life

3. WHICH way will you go?
For more helpful tips, visit
dfes.wa.gov.au/firechat
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For more tips to help you and your loved ones
stay safe, visit dfes.wa.gov.au/firechat

